This article describes very well a common and increasing problem in the daily routine of the spine surgeon [1] . The mentioned problem is more frequent than literature would suppose.
The combination of factors that may lead to severe complications in the natural history of osteoporotic fractures is worked out very well. The relevant factors to identify patients at risk are described in a very complete way, as well as the diagnostic evaluation.
The chosen treatment is adequate. It has been a good choice to decompress the spinal canal including resection of the posterior wall fragments, because after 3 months period, since the fracture occurred an indirect clearance of the canal by reduction only is mostly not possible even in osteoporotic fractures with pseudarthrosis. The extension of the stabilization two levels above and below is appropriate because more anchor points are needed with poor bone quality.
Just the amount of cement applied for screw augmentation could be criticized. The X-rays show only little cement around the screws of the adjacent vertebrae. This amount of cement is not able to significantly increase the stability of the screws in true osteoporotic bone.
The stabilization in this case probably worked because of the longer construct and because there was no need for reduction and therefore only little tension forces on the implants. One could argue also, that in the present case the osteoporosis might have been not too severe, even more, as no quantification of the bone quality (DEXA) is mentioned in the article.
Beside neurological complications, the even more frequent indication for stabilization of the osteoporotic spine is severe post-fractural deformity, which can be immobilizing.
In this comment, I would therefore like to focus on the difficulties of fixation techniques in the osteoporotic spine, because this is still a controversial issue.
The technique used by the article authors is adequate in this case, because there is no severe deformity. If more correction is needed, anterior column reconstruction is mandatory.
In the old patient, surgical trauma and time of procedure should be reduced to a minimum. Our own practice is to perform an open approach for the necessary decompression and perform the further instrumentation percutaneously. Several percutaneous implants offer all necessary tools for reduction as special reduction tools, long screw extension threads, combination of mono-and polyaxial screws and the possibility for cement augmentation.
Screw augmentation is the key for stable fixation in the osteoporotic spine [2] [3] [4] . Other techniques as varying screw angulation, thread design, laminar bands, hooks, etc. might have advantages in normal bone but have not proven superior performance in the osteoporotic spine [5, 6] .
Longer constructs are necessary compared to normal bone to achieve sufficient stability [7] . This can, due to the lever arm created by the longer fixation, lead to additional problems at the adjacent levels as cut-out of the screws at the end level or fracture of the adjacent vertebral body. Our practice is therefore to augment also the screws at the end level as well as the first uninstrumented vertebral body.
With a bad lever arm and a strong fixation, you might create instability up to subluxation with neurological deficits at the adjacent disc level. To prevent this, stabilization in an acceptable balance is the most helpful instrument.
This means that often additional support of the anterior column or shortening of the posterior column might be necessary [8] [9] [10] . Expandable cages offer the advantage that they can be introduced by a dorsolateral approach during the posterior surgery or by a minimal-invasive lateral or thoracoscopical approach. With the most implants an additional reduction can be achieved. Subsidence of the cage into the adjacent endplates is a common problem, so our practice is to aggressively augment the adjacent vertebral bodies during posterior instrumentation.
Shortening of the posterior column is a challenging procedure, might have a longer operation time and blood loss and the risk of deterioration especially of pre-existing neurological symptoms. In experienced hands it is nevertheless a helpful instrument for balancing also the osteoporotic spine.
In summary, surgical treatment of the osteoporotic spine is challenging. In my opinion the best way to avoid complications of osteoporotic spine fractures is to perform percutaneous augmentation in an early stage. The bad bone quality and the often bad general condition of the patients need special considerations. Blood loss and time of surgery can be reduced by using minimal-invasive techniques. Longer constructs, cement augmentation of the screws and adequate balancing of the spine are keys for success but many problems continue to be unsolved. Even after extensive procedures the profit for severely compromised patients is quite obvious.
